
PHYS 160 Astronomy 

Observation Assignment #5 Sunspots 

Procedure 

For data, use the archived sunspot data at www.spaceweather.com. The archive search tool is at 

the top right corner of the webpage. Set the date you wish to view, hit “view”, and it will take 

you to the spaceweather page for that day. The data is on the left side of the page about halfway 

down the page (orange Sun with sunspots labelled, yearly data beneath).  

1. Look at the data for today’s date. We have been in a solar minimum for a while now, 

which is why I was not able to show you a sunspot with the telescope. Look at the 

numbers for the total number of spotless days for the last several years. What spread of 

years looks like it was solar maximum (lots of sunspots)? What years have been solar 

minimum (few sunspots)? How many years between maximum and minimum? 

2. Go to the archived data for April 8, 2016. Sunspot #2529 is a nice big one that is easy to 

track. Move the date forward by a few days. And again, forward in time. Find the last 

date that the sunspot was visible. Can you use this data to estimate the rotation rate of the 

Sun? Hint: you are only seeing one side (half) of the Sun. 

3. The Sun is not a solid, and that parts near the poles are going to rotate at different speeds 

than parts near the equator. To get a more accurate Sun rotation rate, we will plot the 

sunspot positions on the Sun over the course of a few weeks of archived data.  

1. Print out this sheet. It contains six spheres with equatorial lines. Each sphere will 

represent an observation day. When you take data, you will label each sphere with 

the observation date and plot the visible sunspots on that date. See here for an 

example. You can use multiple sheets if needed. 

2. Look through the archive data and find dates with another strong sunspot near the 

equator to track. Record the location of the sunspot on your data page over the 

course of a few weeks. Use a different sphere for each day, and record data for at 

least 6 days spread out over the course of about 2 weeks.  

3. Now, calculate the rotation rate of the Sun with your data. Each sphere shows half 

of the Sun. The lines on each sphere separate the surface into 10 degree blocks. 

Look at your data and try to determine the rotation rate of the Sun. Remember that 

there are 360 degrees in a full circle. For example, if a sunspot moves 4 vertical 

lines to the right in one day, it has moved 40 degrees or (40/360 = 1/9) of the way 

around the sphere in one day, so the rotation rate is 9 days for one rotation. The 

actual rotation rate of the Sun is much slower. See if your data agrees! 

4. Repeat this exercise with a sunspot that is closer to one of the poles. Does the sun 

rotate faster or slower at the pole according to your data? 

 

 

 

 

http://www.spaceweather.com/
file:///C:/Users/wright/astro/working/observation%20assignments/equatorial-sphere.pdf
file:///C:/Users/wright/astro/working/observation%20assignments/example.pdf


Your results: 

From step #1 

What spread of years looks like it was solar maximum (lots of sunspots)?  

What years have been solar minimum (few sunspots)?  

How many years between maximum and minimum? 

From step #2 

Using sunspot #2529, what is your estimate for the rotation rate of the Sun? 

 

From step #3  

 Near equator: Sunspot #________  Dates followed:_____________________________ 

 Calculations for Sun rotation: 

 

 

 

Near pole: Sunspot #________  Dates followed:_____________________________ 

 Calculations for Sun rotation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Submit this results page plus the page with the sphere maps containing your data to Moodle. 

Deadline is the final exam period. 


